GROUND GRABBER®
Ground Grabber® is a strong and effective self-recovery ground anchor for four-wheel drive
vehicle recovery. It provides a winching point where no natural anchor point exists and is easy
to use, as it requires minimum preparation.
Ground Grabber® mast is constructed from high strength box section steel and share plate
from 350 grade steel which has a rating of five tonnes or 3.5 tonnes depending on the model.
Preparation:
1. Rotate the ground-piercing blade 90 degrees from storage transport position to action
position and lock the blade using the eye nut. The nut needs to be very tight, we
suggest using a tyre lever.
2.

Connect a rope to the eye nut for retrieval after vehicle recovery.

3.

Attach the winch rope/cable to the steel loop at the end of the mast and holding the
Ground Grabber® thrust and engage the ground piercing blade into the ground.

4.

Engage the winch; the Ground Grabber® will dive into the ground. When firmly
positioned engage low range 1st gear and winch.

Note:
In the event that ground penetration is not achieved repeating the process in the same
location as previously used will assist Ground Grabber® as a deeper and more effective
furrow will be created to gain a better footing.
When winching over a hill / dune Ground Grabber® should be positioned as far as possible
beyond the crest to allow the vehicle to winch over the top of the rise without stopping.
Ground Grabber retrieval:
1.

Disconnect winch rope/cable from Ground Grabber®

2.

Drive vehicle straddling Ground Grabber®.

3.

Attach retrieval rope to tow bar.

4.

Drive forward slowly so the anchor is removed the opposite way to which it went in.

Note:
In soft sand attach a rope to the eye nut that is at least 4- 5 metres long as the diving action
of the anchor may require a longer than usual rope to ensure easy retrieval once vehicle has
been recovered.
Ground Self Recovery Anchor
3.5 & 5 tonne maximum working load
models available
Supplied by:
Beadlock Australia P/L
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Victoria 3438 Australia
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